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Introduction: The purpose of our study was to describe the evaluation and outcome of patients with

ileus and bowel obstruction admitted to an emergency department (ED) observation unit (OU) and to

identify predictors of successful management for such patients.

Methods:We performed a retrospective chart review of 129 patients admitted to a university-affiliated,

urban, tertiary hospital ED OU from January 1999 through November 2004. Inclusion criteria were all

adult patients admitted to the OU with an ED diagnosis of ileus, partial small bowel obstruction, or small

bowel obstruction, and electronic medical records available for review. The following variables were

examined: ED diagnosis, history of similar admission, number of prior abdominal surgeries, surgery in

the month before, administration of opioid analgesia at any time after presentation, radiographs

demonstrating air–fluid levels or dilated loops of small bowel, hypokalemia, use of nasogastric

decompression, and surgical consultation.

Results: Treatment failure, defined as hospital admission from the OU, occurred in 65 (50.4%) of 129

patients. Only the use of a nasogastric tube was associated with OU failure (21% discharged versus

79% requiring admission, P¼ 0.0004; odds ratio, 5.294; confidence interval, 1.982–14.14).

Conclusion: Half of the patients admitted to our ED OU with ileus or varying degrees of small bowel

obstruction required hospital admission. The requirement of a nasogastric tube in such patients was

associated with a greater rate of observation unit failure. [West J Emerg Med. 2011;12(4):404–407.]

INTRODUCTION

The primary objective for the emergency physician (EP) in

the evaluation of patients with abdominal pain is to detect

conditions requiring urgent surgical intervention, because

prompt recognition might obviate the potential morbidity and

mortality associated with delays in diagnosis. Although

conditions such as acute appendicitis generally require prompt

operative intervention, surgeons often manage presumed partial

bowel obstruction and adynamic ileus expectantly with

observation and serial examinations. The goals of this

exploratory study were to identify characteristics predictive of

ultimate disposition and to assess whether it is useful to manage

such patients in the emergency department (ED) observation

unit (OU) setting.

METHODS

This was a retrospective review of adult OU admissions

from January 1999 through November 2004. Inclusion criteria

were adult patients admitted to the OU with an ED diagnosis of

ileus, partial small bowel obstruction (PSBO), or small bowel

obstruction (SBO), and electronic medical records available for

review. Eligible admissions from January 1999 through July

2000 were identified through review of handwritten patient
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logs. The patients admitted to the OU for the remainder of the

study period were identified through the ED electronic tracking

system (EmStat 2.8.5; Allscripts 4A Health Systems, Chicago,

Illinois) for the ICD-9 diagnostic codes 560.1 (Paralytic ileus)

and 560.9 (Unspecified intestinal obstruction). Patients were

admitted to the OU solely at the discretion of the attending EP,

with no specific criteria required and with no standard order set

or care pathway established for such patients. During the study

period, the admitting diagnoses of ileus, PSBO, and SBO

accounted for fewer than 0.3% of all OU admissions.

The charts were independently reviewed by 2 of the

investigators for the following data points: age, sex, number of

prior surgeries, recent surgery within 4 weeks of presentation,

record of prior similar admission in the institution’s medical

record, serum potassium level in the ED, use of nasogastric

decompression or opiate analgesics, presence of an

enterocutaneous stoma, presence of dilated loops of small

bowel (DLSB) or air–fluid (AF) levels on plain abdominal

radiograph, surgical service following the patient’s case in

consultation, disposition, and time in the OU. Hypokalemia

was defined as a serum potassium level of less than 3.5 mEq/L.

Treatment failure was defined as inpatient hospitalization from

the OU. Data missing from the medical record were recorded as

missing. For univariate analysis, alpha was defined as 0.004 by

the Bonferroni correction (0.05 divided by 12 variables).

Results were recorded on a standardized Excel spreadsheet

(Microsoft Office 2003, Redmond, Washington). Data were

analyzed with the SAS software (Version 9.1, Cary, North

Carolina) and Open Source Epidemiologic Statistics for Public

Health, (Version 2.3.1; www.OpenEpi.com), with the primary

outcome measure defined as treatment failure versus discharge

home from the OU. The study was approved by our local

institutional review committee.

RESULTS

In total, 137 OU admissions were identified by observation

unit log and ICD-9 search of the computerized data base,

accounting for approximately 0.3% of all OU cases during the

study period. Six were excluded because their ED diagnosis

was obstipation or presumed large bowel obstruction. One

patient each was excluded for being younger than 18 years and

having an incomplete medical record. The remaining 129

patients were analyzed. Studied data points and their

association with hospitalization after an ED OU admission are

presented in Table 1.

Of the 129 patients, 70% were women. Mean age was 56.5,

with a standard deviation of 17.3 years. Admitting diagnosis to

the OU was evenly distributed between ileus, PSBO, and SBO

(37%, 29%, and 33%, respectively). Among the historical

factors, similar admission in the medical record had no impact

on need for admission (P¼0.9212). A majority of patients (103

of 129, 79%) had a history of abdominal surgery, with 74 of

129 (57%) having had 2 or more procedures. Twenty-one

(16%) patients were seen within 4 weeks of abdominal surgery.

Neither remote surgeries nor surgery in the last 4 weeks was

associated with an increased rate of admission (P¼ 0.80 and

0.84, respectively).

Neither hypokalemia nor the presence of an

enterocutaneous stoma was predictive of disposition (P¼ 0.74

and 0.96, respectively). Radiographic findings were likewise

not predictive. (For AF, P¼ 0.68; for DLSB, P¼ 0.74; for

both AF and DLSB, P¼ 0.94.) Admitting diagnosis from

the ED had no correlation with ultimate disposition

(P¼ 0.73).

With regard to management variables, the administration

of any opioid analgesics was not predictive of ultimate

disposition (P¼ 0.72). Patients who had a nasogastric tube

(NGT) placed had a higher rate of inpatient admission (P¼
0.0004; odds ratio [OR], 5.294; confidence interval [CI],

1.982–14.14). For the majority of patients (80%) who had

surgical service consultation, a trend was noted toward hospital

admission (P¼ 0.07; OR, 2.251; CI, 0.9186–5.514).

Overall, 65 (50%) of 129 patients were admitted. Average

length of stay in the OU was 13.77 6 7.3 hours. No deaths

occurred in the study group. Two patients were found to have

acute pathology requiring operative intervention, 1 with a

perforated duodenal ulcer, and 1 with a perforated appendicitis.

DISCUSSION

We found that 50% of patients admitted to our ED OU with

presumed diagnoses of ileus or varying degrees of SBO were

successfully managed, defined as discharged within 24 hours

from the OU. Patients treated with nasogastric decompression

were more likely to require hospitalization. No other parameter

reliably predicted outcomes, although a trend was seen toward

failure of observation for patients followed up in consultation

by surgical services.

Multiple studies have demonstrated that a period of

inpatient observation and serial examinations is a safe initial

management approach for varying degrees of SBO.1–8 In Table

2, we summarize the published literature. Of a total of 1,098

patients, 73% resolved nonoperatively. In the Seror5 and

Brolin6 series, patients who improved nonoperatively tended to

declare themselves in less than 24 hours. Complications were

associated with longer periods of observation.7 Although our

rate of OU success was lower at 50%, no deaths occurred, and

only 2 patients required early operative intervention.

Most of these cases that supported observation as a viable

initial management option cited use of nasogastric

decompression for the majority of patients in their nonoperative

cohorts.1,2,7,8 NGT decompression was used in only 22% of our

cases. This may reflect a lower overall acuity for our patients, or

that surgical consult services tended to admit patients directly

from the ED who were perceived as more ill. Another

possibility is that cases of PSBO, intuitively more likely to

resolve without nasogastric decompression than those with

more-advanced degrees of obstruction, were actually more

predominant in our cohort than the distribution of reported
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admitting diagnoses would suggest (that is, some PSBO cases

were labeled as SBO). NGT use was the only factor examined

that had any association with disposition for our patients, and

paradoxically was associated with OU failure and subsequent

hospitalization. As the use of NGT was not randomized, no

causal relation should be inferred; our findings may reflect that

OU patients who had an NGT placed were more ill, or the fact

that it necessarily took longer to advance diet in these patients.

Although only half of our patients were discharged home

within 24 hours, ancillary benefit may be derived from using

the ED observation unit for management of varying degrees of

ileus or SBO. Operationally, observation provides the

Table 1. Predictors of hospitalization from the emergency department (ED) observation unit (OU).

Characteristic Total Number hospitalized % P value Odds ratio Confidence interval

ED diagnosis on OU admission

Ileus 48 24 50%

Partial small bowel obstruction 38 21 55% 0.73 — —

Small bowel obstruction 43 20 47%

Prior surgeries

No prior surgeries in record 26 12 46%

One prior surgery in record 29 16 55% 0.80 — —

Two or more surgeries on record 74 37 50%

Radiographic findings

AF 63 32 51% 0.68 1.17 0.55–2.50

DLSB 83 40 48% 0.74 0.86 0.36–2.06

Both AF and DLSB 36 18 50% 0.95 1.03 0.46–2.03

Other parameters

Surgery in last month 21 11 52% 0.85 1.1 0.43–2.80

Surgical service following the case 103 56 54% 0.07 2.25 0.92–5.51

History of similar admission 57 29 51% 0.92 1.04 0.52–2.08

Presence of enterocutaneous stoma 26 13 50% 0.97 0.98 0.41–2.32

ED hypokalemia 38 18 47% 0.74 0.88 0.41–1.90

Opioid analgesia 32 17 53% 0.72 1.16 0.52–2.58

Nasogastric tube used 29 23 79% 0.0004 5.29 1.98–14.14

AF, air–fluid levels; DLSB, dilated loops of small bowel.

Table 2. Prior analyses of initial nonoperative management for varying degrees of small bowel obstruction (SBO).

Registry

type

Number

observed

Resolved

nonoperatively

Percentage

resolved Notes

Ellozy et al Prospective 23 20 87% Postoperative cases

Fevang et al Prospective 146 93 64% Mix of PSBO and SBO cases, initial plain film findings

predictive

Cox et al Retrospective 123 85 69% Complication rate of observed comparable to early

operation group

Shih et al Retrospective 293 220 75%

Seror et al Retrospective 297 217 73% Mean time to resolution ,24 hours

Brolin et al Retrospective 91 80 88% 67 of 91 patients resolved in ,24 hours

Sosa et al Retrospective 95 62 65% Complication rate higher in group observed beyond

48 hours

Miller et al Retrospective 30 23 77% Postoperative cases

Totals 1,098 800 73%

PSBO, partial small bowel obstruction.
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opportunity to offload the ED and improve throughput by

identifying patients with concern for obstruction early in their

course; they might benefit from OU admission, so that time-

consuming additional imaging studies (for example, computed

tomography scan) and consultation are completed in an

environment with less competition for bed space than a busy

ED. Any concern for inefficiency about a 50% admission rate

for these patients must be weighed against improved ED

efficiency from bed turnover, which, by decreasing wait times,

can positively affect patient satisfaction and patient safety.9

Future analyses should include a comparison of outcomes

between patients observed in the ED observation unit versus

those admitted directly to an inpatient bed from the ED, as the

initial admitting service may affect multiple metrics.

Malangoni et al10 examined the impact of admitting service on

outcomes in 336 inpatient SBO admissions. Of these, 222 were

admitted to surgical services, whereas 114 patients were

admitted to medical services, with surgeons following along in

consultation in 75% of cases. Factors associated with admission

to medical services included presence of diarrhea and lack of

prior abdominal surgery. Lengths of stay were shorter for

patients admitted to surgical services who ultimately required

operative intervention. Lengths of stay were similarly shorter

for patients admitted to nonsurgical services who improved

without operative intervention. A trend appeared toward higher

numbers of complications in the patients admitted to

nonsurgical services, and patients with complications had

longer lengths of stay. Patients who went to surgery within 24

hours had overall lower lengths of stay, lower mortality, and

were more likely to be have been admitted to surgical services.

LIMITATIONS

Limitations of our analysis include its retrospective design

and the possibility of incomplete records. With regard to chart

abstraction, several previously published guidelines for

retrospective reviews were not followed; specifically, the 2

reviewers were not blinded to each other’s findings, were not

trained in abstraction methods, and were not monitored for

performance. Last, their interrater reliability was not

measured.11 Medication administration records were not

reviewed, and the potential impact on disposition was not

defined. Radiographic interpretation was not standardized. The

parameters selected for analysis were not literature based.

Finally, the number of postoperative cases in our series was low,

reflecting either higher acuity or a selection bias by the surgical

services to admit their patients directly to inpatient beds.

CONCLUSION

To our knowledge, this is the first study in the emergency

medicine literature regarding the evaluation and outcomes of

patients with ileus or degrees of SBO admitted to an emergency

department observation unit. Approximately half of the patients

in our study required hospital admission. The requirement of a

NGT in such patients was associated with a greater rate of

observation unit failure. Future investigations should compare

outcomes for such patients managed in the OU versus those

admitted directly to an inpatient service.
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